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Abstract. Intelligent multi-agent systems are currently used for a variety of
purposes, both in research and for real-world applications. One of their most
interesting, yet not fully explored uses, is as frameworks to support computer-
based simulations of virtual worlds inhabited by life-like entities, that is,
intelligent virtual environments, for purposes of education, demonstration and
entertainment. This paper is a presentation of mVITAL, an intelligent multi-
agent system aiming to serve most of the fields such systems are today used in,
while being fully capable of supporting intelligent virtual environment
applications, where issues such as sophisticated virtual reality representation,
advanced reasoning, as well as user embodiment, intervention and interaction,
are crucial. To justify this, a fully operational example of such an application,
namely, the Vital Playground, is also presented.

1   Introduction

Intelligent agent systems have already been the subject of intense research over the
past years. Their uses, still being explored, are numerous, and range from simple
softbot applications to complex, industrial control systems. The term ‘intelligent
agent’ has been extensively used to characterize a vast number of approaches. Despite
the field’s lack of standardization and co-ordinated research effort, it seems that
intelligent agent technology is the ideal means to design and implement autonomous
entities with advanced reasoning and environment interaction capabilities.

On the other hand, intelligent virtual environments (IVEs) are sophisticated
simulations of virtual worlds inhabited by intelligent actors, where issues such as
embodiment and believability are of crucial importance. Today, IVEs are employed in
a variety of areas, mainly relating to simulation, entertainment, and education.
Sophisticated simulated environments concerning open urban spaces, building
interiors, and streets, can significantly aid in application areas such as architectural
design, civil engineering, traffic and crowd control. In addition, precisely modelled
simulations of real-world equipment as vehicles and aircrafts can be tested at reduced
cost and risk.
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Moreover, IVEs have set new standards in computer-aided entertainment, through
outstanding examples of computer games involving large, life-like virtual worlds with
imaginative scenarios to be challenged, active user participation in the plot of an
interactive drama, virtual story-telling, and many other areas where immersion and
believability are key factors.

Concluding, IVE-based educational systems incorporate believable tutoring
characters and sophisticated data representation techniques, resulting in the
stimulation of user interest and perceptual ability, thus providing a novel, effective
and enjoyable learning experience.

Despite the fact that intelligent multi-agent systems seem to offer significant
potential for producing intelligent virtual environment applications, a substantial
number of issues still need to be addressed.

This paper is a presentation of our work in the field, in particular, the mVITAL
system, an intelligent multi-agent system characterized by rich and expressive
modelling, reasoning and visualisation capacity.

In the rest of this paper, a discussion of relevant research work is given in section
two. Section three is a thorough presentation of the proposed system, while section
four is a presentation of a fully functional platform available online for research and
experimentation.

2   Related Work

The Beliefs-Desires-Intentions (BDI) model [4] is probably the most popular
approach towards the design of intelligent agents, mainly due to its ability to trigger
behaviours driven by conceptually modelled intentions and goals rather than explicit
procedural information. In addition, it seems to be a functional abstraction for the
higher-level reasoning processes of the human mind, those that are related to action
selection and the focusing of intelligent reasoning processes on specific desired states.
The BDI model has been adopted in a significant number of implementations:

IRMA, is an Intelligent Resource-bounded Machine Architecture presented by
Bratman et al. in [5]. It is an architecture for resource-bounded (mainly in terms of
computational power) deliberative agents, based on the BDI model. IRMA agents
consist of four main modules: a means-end planner, an opportunity analyser, a
filtering process and a deliberation procedure. In addition, they contain a plan library,
and data structures to store beliefs, desires and intentions.

Jennings in [9] proposes GRATE, an architecture clearly focused on co-operative
problem solving through agent collaboration. Central to the entire architecture is the
notion of joint-intentions. In fact, even though GRATE is a deliberative architecture
based on the BDI model, it is specifically referred to as a belief-desire-joint-intention
architecture.

The BDI model has provided valuable theoretical grounds upon which the
development of several other architectures and approaches, such as hybrid and
layered agents, was based [8]:

The Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [6] is a hybrid system, where beliefs are
expressed in first-order predicate logic and desires represent system behaviours
instead of fixed goals. PRS includes a plan library containing a set of partial plans,
called knowledge areas, each associated with an invocation condition. Knowledge
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areas might be executed due to goal-driven reasoning or as a response to sensory data;
this way, the agent is capable for both deliberative and reactive behaviours.

Muller in [10] proposes INTERRAP, a layered agent architecture focusing on the
requirements of situated and goal-directed behaviour, efficiency and co-ordination.
INTERRAP agents consist of a world interface, a behaviour-based, a plan-based and a
co-operation component, each affecting agent behaviours at a different level of social
and functional abstraction.

In [14], Sycara et al. present the Reusable Task Structure-based Intelligent
Network Agents (RETSINA) architecture. The architecture consists of three types of
agents: interface, task agents and, information agents.

Due to its apparent focus on high-level reasoning and generation of elaborate
behavioural patterns, the BDI model seems to be inadequate to efficiently and
effectively model all aspects of intelligent reasoning. However, any system that needs
to exhibit goal-driven behaviour should incorporate, among others, a BDI-based or
equivalent, logic-based component.

The merging of intelligent agent systems, artificial life and classical VR techniques
has given birth to the field of Intelligent Virtual Environments (IVEs). Terzopoulos in
[21] presents a virtual marine world inhabited by artificial fishes, showing how
autonomous agents equipped with both reasoning capabilities and simulated physical
bodies can act as virtual inhabitants of simulated dynamic worlds. The choice of
environment is ideal for research and experimentation on several exciting scenarios;
artificial fishes are capable of exhibiting mating, grouping, preying and several other
types of behaviour.

Blumberg in [2] presents Silas T. Dog, an autonomous virtual creature living in a
simulated three-dimensional world. Environment interaction is based on synthetic
vision – agents render the scene and process it using image-processing techniques.
Goal-driven reasoning is also featured, in the form of processes for satisfying high-
level motivations. The combination of low-level obstacle avoidance and navigation,
with high-level reasoning, enables agents to exhibit a number of interesting and
highly believable behavioural patterns.

Apart from the systems mentioned above, a significant number of architectures
involving IVEs and general virtual agents have been presented. Examples include
Humanoid [3] – a platform for addressing cases where modelling precision is crucial,
Creatures [7] – an outstanding example of the usage of IVEs in entertainment, and
others. A first effort towards an intelligent agent system architecture with the ability
to support IVE applications, namely the DIVA architecture, was presented in [16].
VITAL, a simple intelligent virtual agent system was also presented in [1]. VITAL
was initially designed and developed in UMIST, UK, and it is the basis on which the
development of the mVITAL system presented here was realized.

In general, IVEs tend to focus on either the virtual representation and embodiment
side, or the intelligence side. Full benefit has not yet been taken of the combined
advantages of intelligent multi-agent systems and virtual environments. A complex,
accurately modelled and general-purpose IVE, inhabited by numerous believable
entities driven by strong and effective AI reasoning processes, is yet to be presented.
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3   The mVITAL Intelligent Agent System

The mVITAL system is an environment for authoring intelligent multi-agent
applications readily employable in several domains, ranging from distributed control
systems to virtual environments for entertainment and education. The system employs
specific design and implementation techniques to address key issues such as
modelling precision and clarity, flexibility and employability, robustness,
extendibility, and user- friendliness. In particular, logic-based reasoning is seamlessly
integrated into the architecture, enabling sophisticated, domain-oriented modelling
approaches, as well as advanced problem solving based on goal-driven behaviours,
planning, and intentionality. Moreover, a number of authoring aids are provided along
with a user-friendly, creative and resourceful user interface, so that original
application deployment as well as consecutive monitoring and adjustment are carried-
out in a straightforward and intuitive manner. In addition, the system is built using
latest software engineering approaches, tools and languages, so that it can classify as a
powerful, stable and maintainable software construct.

3.1   Architecture Overview

The mVITAL system is based on a modular architecture based on three key notions:
the world server, the agent client and the viewer client. These are implemented as
separate software applications according to the client-server approach. A world server
represents a virtual environment inside which the entire agent system’s activity takes
place. Agent clients represent actors inside an environment. Agents perceive the
environment and act upon it according to goal-driven behaviours. Viewer clients offer
the means to human supervisors to observe the environment and all activity inside it
in a domain-specific manner. The component-based nature of the mVITAL system is
illustrated in Figure 1 below:

Fig. 1. mVITAL architecture overview
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3.2   Modelling Methodologies

Each component in the mVITAL system maintains a complete or partial internal
representation of the world and, in the case of an agent client, additional properties
about itself. This representation can be either symbolic or object-oriented. An
additional type of representation, namely, the pseudo-symbolic representation, is used
to transfer symbolic facts between applications as well as to translate between
symbolic and object-oriented representations.

According to the object-oriented representation, environments are modelled as sets
of interconnected locations. Each location may contain one or more items. Each item
has a name, belongs to an item class and has properties. Agents are also represented
as world items. To enrich the modelling scheme with spatial features, each location
includes a two- or three-dimensional co-ordinate pair, according to needs of each
application. This modelling scheme is capable of describing a substantial number of
environments with different types of content: simple mazes, real-world buildings,
streets, networks, etc.

Each item has, possibly among others, a property of name ‘class’. This denotes its
item class, that is, the conceptually wider class of entities the item belongs to. Item
classes are defined according to the application’s modelling requirements, at any level
of abstraction desired. For instance, an agent could be denoted by an item property of
name ‘class’ and value ‘agent’, whereas a non-agent item could have a ‘class’
property of value ‘object’.

The symbolic modelling methodology borrows syntactical and semantics elements
from predicate logic and logic programming. Table 1 below lists the main symbols
used in mVITAL applications, with their respective interpretations:

Table 1. World modelling symbols used in mVITAL applications

Symbol Interpretation
connects(X1, Y1, X2, Y2) ‘(X1, Y1)’ and ‘(X2, Y2)’ are connected
at(Item, X, Y) The location of ‘Item’ is ‘(X, Y)’
location(X, Y) ‘(X, Y)’ is a valid maze location
item(Item) ‘Item’ is a valid maze item
class(Item, Class) The class of ‘Item’ is ‘Class’
<property_name>(Item, Value) ‘Item’ has a property with a name of

‘<property_name>’ and a value of ‘Value’

The symbolic modelling scheme described in the previous section is highly
compatible with logic-based reasoning processes, logic programming languages and
symbolic knowledge bases. However, it is not the most convenient way to formulate
data if these are to be exchanged between components. The presented architecture
addresses the issue with a pseudo-symbolic representation. According to it, symbols
are broken down to a series of strings, the first of which is the symbol name and the
rest arguments. Non-atomic terms, i.e. variables, are represented by an appropriate
keyword selected by the agent system designer, for instance, ‘#VAR’, or by an
appropriate name. A terminating dot is appended after the last argument to denote that
no more arguments should be expected. If a series of symbols is to be transmitted, an
additional terminating dot is appended after the last one; thus, two terminating dots
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should be expected at the end of a series of symbols in pseudo-symbolic
representation. This modelling scheme above is ideal for network transmissions and
communication between components in general. Pseudo-symbolic data can be
transmitted in a number of steps, on a timing suiting the transmitting and receiving
components, while substantial delays can be introduced between subsequent
transmission steps.

3.3   World Interaction

Agents in the mVITAL system operate asynchronously on a sense-decide-act cycle,
during which a number of interactions with the world take place. In particular, when
an agent wants to sense its environment, it requests sensory information from the
world component – a sense request. The world component then replies, providing the
requested information. Similarly, when an agent wants to perform an action, the
corresponding agent component provides all necessary action information to the
world component – an action request – and then the world component responds
regarding whether the requested action was successfully applied.

In case of successful action application, the world component sends world change
data to all viewer components so that actions are correctly visualised. In addition,
when a viewer needs to build an entirely new visualisation, it requests a full
description of the world model – a world description request.

A simple vision model enables agents to sense their surroundings on a line-of-sight
basis and for a given maximum range, and, hence, act in a more believable manner (in
an initial application described in [1] agents could only sense their neighbouring
locations). Specifically, a modified line-following algorithm is used to visit all
locations between an agent’s current location and the first obstacle encountered, for
all line segments defined by the agent’s location and each point of the world’s
boundaries. To minimize network traffic and cycle duration, only the absolutely
necessary information is transferred for each of these locations. As discussed later, at
the end of each ‘sense’ stage the agent produces all additional information inferable,
by validating its knowledge base, or infers it when needed.

Applications built with the mVITAL system aim to be modular, persistent, user-
friendly and well-documented. Furthermore, an agent with a given set of abilities
should be able to function in different worlds. Finally, an agent developer should be
able to define an agent without necessarily needing documentation for a specific
world. To serve these requirements, a higher-level world interaction protocol (WIP)
was defined to standardize the way agents act inside mVITAL worlds and upon items
inside them. Specifically, a number of standard actions are defined, namely the
‘sense’, ‘move’, ‘pickup’, ‘drop’ and ‘use’ actions. Agents might internally define
these actions differently, so that diverse scenarios and behaviours are deployed;
however all interactions with an mVITAL world server should consist of these actions
and only them.

3.4   Inter-agent Communication and Social Reasoning

Inter-agent communication and social reasoning are two issues of extreme importance
to any multi-agent system application, since they are necessary elements of any kind
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of co-ordination, co-operation or competition scenario. The mVITAL system
addresses these issues in the way described below.

In an mVITAL-based environment, inter-agent communication must necessarily
take place in a way that is consistent with the basic concept behind the system’s
architecture, that is, anything that takes place inside the environment must take place
as a result of some interaction between the world and an agent or a group of agents.
No direct communication between agent clients is allowed; it could, however, be
supported in future system extensions aiming to address extreme cases, as long as
world representation consistency is guaranteed.

In its current form and since the world is represented according to the object-
oriented approach described in 3.2, agents communicate by dynamically adding items
of a special class to the world, namely, speech items. These are appropriately handled
by the world server to simulate exchange of information between agents in human-
speech-like manner.

Speech items have a class of ‘speech’ and, among others, a property of name ‘text’,
whose value is the actual data an agent desires to communicate to another agent or a
group of other agents. The value of the ‘text’ property can be anything ranging from
text in a human language to compressed binary data. This way, an agent can exchange
any form of data desired. However, in order for actual communication to take place,
the recipient(s) must not only be capable of perceiving the data received, but also of
responding in an way that is equally perceivable by the other part.

Speech items may also have other properties aiming to facilitate or enrich the
communication process. For instance, a ‘verb’ property might be used to define the
context of a certain speech act, whereas a ‘tone’ or ‘mood’ property might provide
additional information to the recipient on the other part’s disposition and intentions.

In the real world, human speech can only be heard while a person speaks, and
during this period of time it is instantly perceived by anyone close enough to hear it.
In an mVITAL environment, however, agents are not capable of such instant
perceptions. A sense-decide-act cycle is a lengthy process that might last from a few
milliseconds to a number of minutes. Therefore, in order for agents to be able to
perceive speech items, and, thus, participate in inter-agent communication sequences,
it is necessary that speech items persist in the world for a certain period of time rather
than being instantly removed. This period is usually a few seconds, which is an
amount of time sufficient for all agents around a speech item to complete at least one
sense-decide-act cycle, and, thus, successfully perceive it. After that period, speech
items are automatically removed by the world server.

Given mVITAL agents’ ability to discriminate between world items according to
their class value, refer to themselves as ‘me’, and communicate with each other,
social reasoning is then a matter of definition of abilities. As it will be shown later in
the text, abilities are not only the basis of an mVITAL agent’s interactions with the
world, but also the essence of its very reasoning. Abilities defined as to represent
interactions with other agents along with knowledge on other agents’ actions,
personalities, goals, etc, enable an agent to plan on other agents’ expected behaviour,
as well as to reason on possible co-operation or competition scenarios.
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3.5   Intelligent Reasoning

Support for intelligent reasoning was one of the most crucial requirements in mind
during the design and implementation of the mVITAL system. As argued in [1],
intelligent reasoning, and, more specifically, goal-driven behaviour generation
supported by symbolic belief representation, enable intelligent agents to function in
unpredictable, dynamic, partially-known or unknown domains, driven by goals
defined in an abstract, non-mechanistic, way. Agents in the mVITAL system comply
with the above requirement by maintaining a symbolic knowledge base, a logic-based
reasoner or meta-interpreter, and by supporting two levels of goal-driven action
planning.

Each mVITAL agent has a symbolic knowledge base that contains the agent’s
beliefs on the world and itself. Beliefs are represented in first-order predicate logic, a
form readily available to logic-based inference procedures and planning. During each
sense-decide-act cycle, the knowledge base function is updated as follows: At every
‘sense’ stage, pseudo-symbolic data received by the world are translated into
symbolic data and asserted into the knowledge base through a complex truth
maintenance system that allows handling of dynamically changing environments.
Then, the knowledge base is validated to reflect additional knowledge that can be
inferred by its new state. This is done by invoking the reasoner.

The reasoner is a logic-based component that performs both built-in and user
defined inferences. Essentially, its purpose is to ensure that all valid conclusions that
can be drawn from an agent’s beliefs at all times are indeed drawn. For instance, if an
agent has just perceived that ‘location(1, 1)’ and ‘location(1, 2)’ then the reasoner will
produce the belief that ‘connects(1, 1, 1, 2)’, making the agent realize that it can move
from an observed location to an adjacent one. This is expressed inside the reasoner as
a rule based on the relationship between the co-ordinates of the two locations. The
reasoner is not only invoked during a knowledge base validation stage, but also at
other times during a sense-decide-act cycle, for example, during planning.

The decision engine is the most crucial component of an mVITAL agent since it is
responsible for generating its very behaviour, essentially introducing the elements of
intelligence and intentionality. It consists of two parts: a means-end planner and a
second-level planner. The means-end planner performs standard means-end analysis
to generate action plans for any given goal. It reasons on the same definition of
abilities the agent uses to actually interact with the world. It is usually employed as a
last resort, when no reflex reaction, partial plan or goal-specific knowledge is
available. On the other hand, the second-level planner uses heuristics to reduce
response time and computational load during the decision stage. It can either instantly
provide reflex reactions for a given set of conditions, fill-in a partial plan by invoking
the means-end planner with certain restrictions (for instance, on the set of available
actions to use while planning), or, invoke the means-end planner in a totally
unrestricted way to produce plans for totally unknown situations.

3.6   Modelling Agent Personalities Using VAL

VAL (Virtual Agent Language) [11] is a language for defining agent personalities in
an implementation-independent way. VAL uses first-order predicate logic due to its
expressiveness and clarity as the key modelling approach, and a C/C++-like block
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syntax to directly support hierarchical structures as well as for increased code
readability. Agents in the mVITAL system do not have built-in personalities; instead,
agent personalities are loaded into an agent client from a VAL file before the agent
client commences operation. An example of VAL code is shown in Figure 2.

The agent definition shown in the example consists of an abilities block which
defines the ‘move’ ability as a set of preconditions, add list and delete list. As it was
presented in [12], VAL only supported the definition of agent abilities; however, it
has been extended for the purposes of mVITAL and it now supports the definition of
an agent’s goals, initial beliefs and reasoner rules, too. Examples of such VAL code
blocks in the system’s built-in user interface are shown in Figure 3.

agent smith {

abilities {

move(X, Y) {

preconditions {

at(CX, CY), connects(X, Y, CX, CY)

}

effects {

\- at(CX, CY),
\+ at(X, Y)

}
}

}
}

Fig. 2. Example of abilities definition in VAL

The code blocks shown depict how reasoner rules are defined in VAL. The rules
defined enable the agent to assume that a) if two locations are adjacent, they are also
connected, and b) if location A is connected to location B then location B is also
connected to location A. In addition, agent goal definition is shown. In particular, the
code denotes that the agent will first desire to pickup a certain item, then move to a
certain location.

Apart from enabling the dynamic alteration of an agent’s personality through
reloading of different VAL files during operation, mVITAL’s support for VAL
definitions allows usage of the same agent client for the deployment of several
different agents, freeing developers of the need to deal with implementation-specific
source code in complex programming languages such as C/C++ and Prolog.
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Fig. 3. The mVITAL agent’s VAL editor user interface

3.7   Implementation

Reasoning processes within the mVITAL agent client have been implemented using
SICStus Prolog [13], an implementation of the Prolog language developed at the
Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS). Apart from being a fully functional
Prolog system, offering multiple useful features such as constrained solving, access to
operating system resources, parallel solving and many others, SICStus Prolog
supports compilation of the Prolog code. Compiled predicates can be called from
within source code in another programming language, such as C++, thanks to an
interface provided by the SICStus system. This is an essential feature if reasoning
mechanisms built in Prolog are to serve as parts of another Win32 application.

The planner used in the mVITAL system is a breadth-first, state-reducing, means-
end planner, called StateExplorer. Due to its breadth-first nature, it systematically
explores a given state space by applying all available actions to produce next states
for a list of current ones, hence, the StateExplorer name. The planner was written
entirely in the Prolog language; it is defined as a plan/4 predicate. The second-level
planner is also implemented as a plan2/3 Prolog predicate.

The visualisation engine of the mVITAL viewer has been implemented using
OpenGL. Avatars are loaded from VRML [17] files thanks to a parser implemented
using Lex and YACC tools for the Win32 environment, namely the Parser Generator
package by Bumble-Bee Software. The parser is capable of processing VRML files
containing a subset of the language sufficient to represent scenes and objects exported
from major 3D design packages, such as Kinetix 3D Studio and Macromedia Poser.
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4   Vital Playground – A Working Example

To demonstrate mVITAL’s ability to support intelligent virtual environment systems,
a simple application has been deployed, namely, the ‘Vital Playground’. Two simple
scenarios have been produced for the purposes of this paper. An overview of the
scene produced to support them is shown in Figure 4 below:

Fig. 4. Overview of the Vital Playground

The scene is a simulation of a conference centre. It contains a main lobby, a
reception, a library, a conference hall, as well as some general-purpose rooms. The
application’s world can be accessed online, as well as all necessary executables
downloaded, through a dedicated WWW site [18], and multiple concurrent scenarios
can be deployed, initiated and observed.

Fig. 5. The conference hall
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Fig. 6. The library

According to the first scenario, agents of class ‘conference-members’ arrive at the
reception, identify themselves, request a pass from the agent of class ‘receptionist’
and proceed to the conference hall. Seats in the hall are not strictly allocated per
person, so each agent is responsible of selecting an appropriate scene and moving to
it. Since different agents might select the same seat, or obstruct each other, the
scenario offers the opportunity to deploy and explore various conflict resolution
approaches as well as plan revision techniques. A screenshot of the conference hall
where a number of agents trying to allocate seats is shown in Figure 5.

According to the second scenario – which takes place simultaneously with the
above described one – agents of class ‘students’ browse bookshelves for books
according to user-defined criteria. If desired books are not found, an agent of class
‘librarian’ is located and queried accordingly. A screenshot of the library and a
number of student agents is shown in Figure 6.

An interesting combination of the two, so far independent, scenarios can easily be
deployed: If conference-member agents are not aware of the conference hall’s
location, they might be able to query other agents about it. Student agents can be
aware of this information, and, therefore, able to answer questions to conference-
member agents encountering them while exploring the scene.

Deployment and initial evaluation of the above mentioned – along with many other
– scenarios has shown that even though the system is still fairly incomplete and too
young for formal evaluation, it is well designed and robust; all tests evolved
smoothly, without largely unexpected results, even in cases of conflicting or
competing behaviours between agents participating in different scenarios.

5   Conclusions and Future Work

So far, the mVITAL system has been an interesting opportunity to explore the
merging of intelligent multi-agent systems with intelligent virtual environments. Even
though significant progress is yet to be made towards that direction, it seems that
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intelligent agent technology is ideal for modelling and implementing intelligent actors
inhabiting virtual environments.

It is obvious that the system focuses mainly on the intelligence part, leaving the
embodiment and environment-related parts seemingly incomplete. The ‘world’ level
is conceptual and simulated, and the three-dimensional modelling approach adopted
mainly serves observation, rather than actual environment representation. This was,
however, an intended approach; it is our belief that, while precisely simulated sensing
and acting are essential for the deployment of intelligent behaviours and simulated
intelligence in general, the driving force behind all is the complex of reasoning
mechanisms setting the modelled entities in motion. For that reason, mVITAL
currently uses agents designed as to be able to communicate with their environment
using an intermediate – neither entirely reasoning- nor environment-oriented –
protocol for data exchange. Such an architectural scheme can serve implementations
either like the presented one, or others exhibiting actual agent interaction – walking,
grabbing, gesturing – with a precisely simulated physical environment.

Despite the fact that numerous issues, including environment modelling and
interaction, still need to be addressed, the system is fully functional, and all design
requirements have already been fulfilled. In particular, the system is distributed, thus
able to exploit the benefits of today’s sophisticated networking technologies and the
Internet; it employs formal AI techniques - logic programming, planning, intentional
reasoning - to support intelligent agent behaviours; it is modular and component-
based, enabling the deployment of persistent applications; it incorporates
sophisticated VR techniques to produce intuitive and believable visualisations;
finally, it comprises a set of state-of-the-art software applications, built using latest
and specialized software engineering technologies.

We are currently working mainly towards enhancing the system’s modelling and
reasoning capabilities. The incorporation of TRL-planner, a temporal planning system
[19,20], is considered, so that mVITAL agents are equipped with explicit temporal
and other multi-dimensional inference and planning abilities. In addition, efforts are
made towards making the system more fast and reliable, so that real-time, effective
applications can be deployed and the system’s usage potential extended to more
demanding fields. To conclude, in order to expand our work towards the direction of a
complete IVE, focusing equally on both the intelligence and the environment
modelling and interaction parts, we are considering the merging of the mVITAL
system with SimHuman [22], to take advantage of the system’s sophisticated and
detailed environment modelling, representation and interaction features.
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